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‣ Remember: celebrate yesterday

‣ Rejuvenate: celebrate today

‣ Resonate: life experienced

‣ Releva(t)e: do it right



HOME OF THE BRAVE
A M E R I C A

Vibrant, Embracing, Creative



A resurrected beauty, The America Building reveals a life style for the creative 

alternative. This is where life is embraced - with no limits and no rules, only 

creative outcome. There is distinction in the playful color of character and the 

contemporary vibe that manifests into the spirit of Laissez-Faire. Its reclaim on 

life fosters an atmosphere of acceptance, creating a work-live-play place that 

seeks those who've come to feel the music among the ruins and embrace the 

fact that we can change the world. 

THE AMERICA BUILDING



Work, Live, & Place place; Embracing; 

The Creative Alternative;  Fabulous,

No Limits,

Mysterious,

Life is Art,

Optimistic

Music Among the Ruins, 

Beautiful, Contemporary, 

Whimsy, Colorful, Vibrant, 

Accepting, Giving, Fun, 

Pulsing, Urban, Reclaimed



It’s not who you 

are that matters; 

it’s what you do 

that counts.
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WELCOME BACK
C A R T E R

Modern Classic, Handsome, Courting, Savvy



The Honorable John Carter was a distinguished gentleman of great merit who, 

through duty and courage, built a legacy quite worthy of praise and acclaim. 

Deserving of trust, honor and responsibility, Carter was a name that defined 

stalwartly character and a rich love for Hattiesburg. 

In honor of his iron clad loyalty to the Pine Belt community, the building on the 

corner Front & Main, built by Carter and bearing his name, will be resurrected in 

direct reflection to its original handsome strength and beauty. With a life of over 

100 years, The Carter Building's handsome stature and strapping details portray 

confidence and purpose, an the corridor and pinnacle of Downtown 

Hattiesburg. So, for the savvy and debonair, come join us at The Carter Building 

where the fragrance of worn wood and polished leather will perfectly 

compliment your cigar and espresso.

THE CARTER BUILDING
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